The Anatomy of a Healthcare Data Breach Protecting Patient Data Before and After a Breach

Listen in and join the discussion as these expert panel members reveal what a continuous security and compliance model looks like. The panel experts in information security, HIPAA-HITECH compliance and healthcare big data analytics systems design, will discuss the steps they take to prevent breaches and protect healthcare information, even in the event of a breach, with a forensics expert, a breach attorney and a cyber-insurance specialist who have had to pick up the pieces after a PHI breach has occurred.

Date: Wednesday, October 16, 2014
Time: 12:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Location: Drexel Cyber Security Institute
3401 Market Street, Suite 300, Philadelphia, PA

Drexel University Cybersecurity Institute Panel on Electronic Privacy

The video of the Drexel University Cybersecurity Institute Panel on Electronic Privacy which took place on August 6th is now available to view on the CCI YouTube channel through the link below: Cybersecurity Institute Panel on Electronic Privacy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUocXGA0WBg&list=UU6iyQOS3XpXYUsBtseYPMSQ

Connecting with the Institute on Social Media

LinkedIn  twitter

Come join our LinkedIn group to share and discuss current cybersecurity events and trends.
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Drexel-University-Cybersecurity-Community-7468782/about

Follow us on Twitter to learn more about upcoming events and other cybersecurity news.
https://twitter.com/DrexelCyberInst
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